Automatic timing of aortic valve closure in apical tissue Doppler images.
Ultrasound color tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) can be used to estimate velocities of moving left ventricular cardiac tissue. Aortic valve closure (AVC) can be observed as a notch in apical TDI velocity/time curves occurring after ejection, but before early relaxation. This work sought to evaluate automatic and automated algorithms using TDI for timing AVC. Mitral valve position and the time point of early relaxation were extracted and used to accomplish the task. To test the algorithms, phonocardiogram of the second heart sound was recorded simultaneously with TDI and used as a reference method. The algorithms were tested on apical views of 16 healthy subjects. In 98% of the cardiac cycles, the automatic algorithm estimated the time point of AVC within 25 ms of the reference. Automatic detection of AVC might save manual effort and provide a marker separating ejection and diastole for further automated analysis.